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Atlanta Furnace Repair is Launched by OMEGA Heating & Air

OMEGA Heating and Air announces the release of new Atlanta Furnace Repair marketing campaign and
website

May 1, 2009 - PRLog -- Atlanta, GA, OMEGA Heating and Air, an Atlanta based HVAC service, parts,
repair, and maintenance company, announced today the launch of their “Atlanta Furnace Repair” website
and marketing campaign. OMEGA Heating and Air has been serving the Atlanta metro county area since
1989, providing both commercial and residential customers with reliable, affordable, and efficient parts,
service and repair.

The Atlanta Furnace Repair by OMEGA heating and furnace experts are licensed, certified and
background-screened professional technicians providing your home or business with safe, expert service to
get your furnace and heating problem solved. These air quality professionals are fully equipped to evaluate
the situation, provide a free estimate, and to handle the service call upon arrival at your home or business.

With the focus on reliable, affordable, and efficient furnace and heating parts, labor, repair and replacement
services, Atlanta Furnace Repair by OMEGA carries all major appliance brand parts and units, including
their recommended Trane line, as well as Amana, York, Lennox, Goodman, Carrier, Bryant, Rheem,
Coleman, American Standard and Ruud for commercial and residential furnace and heating service and
repair needs.

Based in Atlanta and serving the entire metro county Atlanta area businesses and homes, Atlanta Furnace
Repair by OMEGA carries all the major furnace and heating units and parts lines, while giving their highest
recommendation to the Trane line. In addition to furnace and heating parts, repair and replacement service,
Atlanta Furnace Repair by OMEGA Heating and Air also handles parts, repair and replacement services for
air conditioner, ventilation, and all other HVAC services for commercial and residential needs, with
licensed, certified and background-screened professionals.

The “Atlanta Furnace Repair” campaign is a multimedia operation which includes ad placements in various
media, supported by online promotions including Blogs, articles, and other online strategies to market their
available furnace and heating lines, parts and services.

The website, www.atlantafurnacerepair.com, is an interactive web portal that makes it easy for business and
residential customers to learn about the available heating and furnace product lines, parts, repair and
replacement services provided by Atlanta Furnace Repair by OMEGA Heating and Air in the major metro
county Atlanta, Georgia area. The site informs and promotes the many various major manufacturer unit and
product lines available, including the recommended Trane line, as well as the reliable, affordable, and
efficient repair and replacement services provided by Atlanta Furnace Repair by OMEGA Heating and Air
licensed, certified and background screened professionals for businesses or homes.

The site also provides a preventative maintenance checklist and guidelines, as well as currently a $25 off
coupon, and always a one year parts and labor repair guarantee. The campaign and site also show how the
licensed, certified and background screened technicians are punctual, with a 3-hour window and a call
before arriving; professional, with neat appearance and courteous approach; fair, with established parts and
labor prices; clear, with estimates given before service begins; knowledgeable, with the parts, tools and
training to do it right; and conscientious, as homes and businesses are left as clean as they were prior to
arrival.
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The Atlanta Furnace Repair site and campaign are managed by Panorama Press, a marketing firm
specializing in consultation, strategy, sponsorships and web development. “The primary objective of the
Atlanta Furnace Repair campaign is to inform the commercial and residential customers throughout the
entire metro county Atlanta Georgia area that Atlanta Furnace Repair by OMEGA Heating and Air carries
all the major manufacturer HVAC lines, units and parts, and offers reliable, affordable, and efficient parts
and unit repair and replacement services by licensed, certified and background screened professionals for
all metro county Atlanta Georgia area commercial and residential needs,” said Manuel Enrique “Quique”
Lopez, spokesman for Panorama Press. “We want the metro county Atlanta Georgia area web searcher in
need of home or business HVAC parts, service and repair to know that Atlanta Furnace Repair by OMEGA
Heating and Air provides commercial and residential HVAC parts, units, and service for all your heating
and furnace needs, plus air conditioning and ventilation parts and service needs as well, with trained,
licensed, and background-screened technicians who are punctual, professional, fair, clear, knowledgeable,
and conscientious.”

Atlanta Furnace Repair by OMEGA Heating and Air services all metro county Atlanta Georgia commercial
and residential heating and furnace, plus air conditioner and ventilation HVAC parts and repair needs.  For
additional information, go to www.atlantafurnacerepair.com, email to info@atlantafurnacerepair.com, or
call 678-391-9136.
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Manuel Lopez
Panorama Press
Atlanta, GA
678-391-9136
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